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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) is a creatively conceived program to finance solar energy and energy efficiency that has gone wrong in implementation in the residential sector. Hundreds of low-income California homeowners now face steep property tax debt and potential home foreclosure as a result of liens placed on their homes through PACE programs. These homeowners often accepted PACE liens on the false promise of cost-effective energy upgrades. Residential PACE is failing because it lacks environmental performance checks and adequate consumer protections. These intertwined deficiencies raise environmental justice concerns that must be addressed to achieve state climate goals without harming the most economically vulnerable.

This report identifies two serious flaws in PACE residential program design that reduce the program’s environmental benefit; create economic risk for low-income participants; and facilitate outright contractor fraud.

The first program design flaw is the lack of any requirement for either a pre-project energy audit or a post-project construction inspection in PACE-financed transactions. Without these unbiased evaluations, homeowners have no assurance that contractors are suggesting the most energy-efficient or cost-effective (as opposed to merely the most profitable) energy upgrades, and that improvements are properly installed and operating.

The second program design flaw is the use of a debt-based and home-secured financing mechanism to serve a population for whom any debt can be catastrophic, and for whom home debt may precipitate home loss. Simply put: even if the PACE residential program was reformed to enhance its environmental performance and cost-effectiveness, PACE financing would remain inappropriate for low-income Californians. As other solar and energy efficiency programs for low-income residents demonstrate by example, low-income homeowners should instead be offered reduced-price or no-cost energy improvements.

The UC Berkeley Environmental Law Clinic prepared this report in close consultation with nonprofit legal services providers that serve California’s residential PACE program victims. These victims are low-income homeowners—most of whom are also BIPOC, monolingual Spanish-speaking, elderly, and/or disabled—whose PACE tax assessments have induced financial precarity. Importantly, unlike the PACE infirmities that the Legislature has partially mitigated through past program reforms, the flaws identified in this report have not to date been addressed by corrective legislation. To ensure environmental benefit and consumer protection for participants in residential PACE, we recommend that all residential PACE transactions require a pre-contract home energy audit and a post-construction inspection before payment flows to PACE contractors. We further recommend that the Legislature prohibit door-to-door solicitation of low-income homeowners for PACE, and indeed, that it prohibit PACE solicitation of this population altogether. California should instead financially support non-debt-financed solar and efficiency programs to advance energy justice for the state’s low-income homeowners.

Together, these reforms would further the environmental aims of PACE, without treating the economic security of vulnerable Californians as acceptable collateral damage in the urgent project of mitigating human-induced climate change.
Residential PACE is a financing mechanism that allows homeowners to obtain energy-related improvements, such as rooftop solar panels or attic insulation, with no money down and no conventional bank loan. Instead, these capital costs are financed via bonds. Costs and interest are repaid to bondholders over time through a special assessment on the property owner’s tax bill. The homeowner’s debt is secured via a super-priority lien against the property. As a property tax assessment, PACE liens have a legally ambiguous status vis-à-vis lending regulations that apply to other property-secured debt. Homeowners who finance improvements through PACE thus lack the consumer protections that attend conventional home improvement loans or mortgages.

PACE was conceived and piloted in the City of Berkeley, which in 2007 created a program to allow residential and commercial property owners to make energy efficiency improvements and finance them through increases in property taxes. The program had the laudable, focused aim of accelerating deployment of solar energy and energy efficiency upgrades to achieve climate and other environmental goals. Although several charter cities soon followed Berkeley’s lead, PACE programs required state authorization to reach scale.

Implicit in PACE program design was the critical assumption that a homeowner’s energy bill savings from PACE-financed improvements would cancel out or meaningfully offset the cost of the property assessment, such that program participants would not be financially harmed by energy upgrades. Further, because energy upgrades would be affixed to real property, the PACE assessment would add value to the property and run with the land. At least in theory, that would mean that an owner could sell their home before paying off the assessment, passing on the physical assets (such as rooftop solar panels) and the remaining financial obligation to the next buyer. These features were critical for all homeowners, but especially for low-income homeowners, whose primary source of wealth is home equity.

On its face, PACE financing of home energy improvements was not merely novel, but elegant. It was envisioned as a win-win for the environment and homeowners, capable of greatly increasing market penetration of energy efficiency and clean energy. And it appeared to do so affordably, allowing homeowners of modest means to go green.

This vision has not been realized.

Instead, as residential PACE has expanded within California and to Florida and Missouri, and financing has been extended to more than 280,000 homes, serious environmental and social equity problems have emerged in early-adopter California that warrant program reappraisal. Specifically, the state’s near-exclusive reliance on for-profit PACE program administrators and their agents to market and sell PACE-financed improvements has proven highly conducive to predatory practices, fraud, and incomplete or shoddy work. As case synopses in this report will illustrate, self-interested home-improvement sales people and contractors have sold homeowners energy upgrades such as costly high-efficiency windows that are inappropriate for their home, or a rooftop solar system that has not been properly installed or connected to the electric grid.
Additionally, the concept of property-assessment-backed financing has undergone substantial mission drift in California. A program once conceptualized as climate-relevant and indeed climate-urgent has thus now expanded and distended to encompass many climate-irrelevant home improvements, such as hardening structures against wildfire. While these investments provide a social benefit, they do not create operational cost savings to offset or reduce capital costs that must be repaid—typically, with above-market interest. Low-income homeowners, in particular, may therefore experience net increases in household expenses (i.e., property tax assessments plus utility bills) that are financially unsupportable.

Still more problematic, home contractors who serve as “PACE solicitor agents” in the high-pressure context of door-to-door sales are the primary point of homeowner engagement. These agents frequently solicit low-income, fixed-income, and elderly Californians, and do a high volume of business in communities of color. Such homeowners may have substantial home equity to tap for financing, and may have difficulty accessing other sources of credit because of low income or existing debt. By extending PACE financing to those who would not qualify for conventional credit, or extending credit on unfairly expensive terms, PACE agents can induce financial hardship and put homeowners at risk of foreclosure. Such credit over-extension, which scholars describe as “predatory inclusion,” is characterized by “a process wherein lenders and financial actors offer needed services . . . but on exploitative terms that limit or eliminate their long-term benefits.”

Financial predation amplifies wealth inequality, and increases the racial wealth gap. Concerns about predatory PACE loans rise to community scale in locales abounding in abusive PACE practices, such as Los Angeles County, which recently terminated its residential PACE program because of consumer protection concerns. The Western Riverside Council of Governments likewise recently voted to suspend residential PACE after a hearing that included testimonials about the program’s financial abuse of low-income homeowners.

Some academic articles and reports have documented the role of PACE in advancing its initial, singular aim of increasing installation of residential solar energy systems. Alternatively, commentators have identified PACE as one among several financing mechanisms that have helped to expand the use of rooftop solar power. We do not dispute these facts, or the importance of scaling up residential clean energy. Rather, we here present the coexisting and necessary narrative of the unsunny side of residential PACE: the program’s failure to require pre-project energy audits and post-project inspections to ensure that PACE home improvements are environmentally beneficial and cost-effective, and the program’s use of a financing mechanism that jeopardizes the economic well-being of low-income Californians. In casting this shade, we hope to help better align advocates for environmental protection and advocates for low-income consumers, to advance energy policies that are both green and just.
I. PACE’S FAILURE TO MANDATE ENERGY AUDITS AND INSPECTIONS REDUCES ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE, RAISES COSTS, AND INVITES FRAUD

The first critical flaw in the residential PACE program is its lack of controls to ensure that PACE financing is used for high-environmental-leverage home interventions, i.e., those conferring considerable energy savings and cost-effectiveness. Although PACE programs have claimed substantial environmental benefits in the aggregate, these benefits are not data-verified at the individual household level and, importantly, do not accrue to all participating households. Indeed, there is currently no requirement in residential PACE programs that homeowners obtain an objective assessment of their home’s energy options before expensive energy upgrades are installed, or an inspection after installation to confirm that promised savings will be realized. Two essential policy interventions are to mandate pre-installation energy audits and post-installation inspections in the PACE program, consistent with the operation of other environmental programs that promote clean energy and energy conservation.

We here describe the essentiality and nature of energy audits and inspections, and their inclusion in other programs that advance the same environmental goals as the PACE program. We then demonstrate the serious and regressive consequences of the omission of audits and inspections from residential PACE, using testimony and case studies from legal services providers and their low-income clients.

A. Energy audits and inspections are crucial to ensure energy savings

Pre-construction energy audits by a financially disinterested party are critical to determine which improvements are appropriate for each home, ensuring that homeowners are investing in meaningful upgrades. After the selected energy improvements are installed by a contractor, a post-installation inspection by a disinterested party is equally essential, to confirm that improvements were installed correctly and are fully operational.

In residential PACE programs, however, there is presently no requirement for a third party to perform either of these checks. Thus, although PACE contracts are often marketed to homeowners as “free” or low-cost, there is no assurance that homeowners are purchasing improvements that will not burden them financially, or that are beneficial to the degree that PACE program agents advertise. Addressing this concern is fundamental to maintaining program legitimacy and preventing harm to low-income homeowners, who typically rely on energy bill savings to offset the cost of home improvements.

1. The nature and importance of home energy audits

An energy audit is a home evaluation used to identify and prioritize the most impactful or cost-efficient energy-saving improvements.19 This audit is a crucial first step in any responsible home energy improvement plan.20 Although homeowners can perform a basic, high-level inventory of their energy use and upgrade potential using a do-it-yourself guide21 or a web-based tool provided by their utility,22 the type of audit necessary to impart financial and environmental integrity to residential PACE must be done on site by a trained professional. The auditor must also be financially independent of the PACE contractor.
A standard energy audit takes several hours, during which a licensed professional uses specialized equipment to gain a detailed understanding of home energy use and customized opportunities for improvement.\(^{23}\) Energy auditors can also consult past energy bills to anticipate how energy saving measures are likely to impact the home. In the context of a PACE project, a legal requirement for a pre-contract audit to be performed by a certified professional who has no financial stake in the project would help ensure that homeowners are spending their money on improvements that will actually reap energy benefits and will be financially supportable. By identifying features that increase energy consumption, such as old appliances, furnaces, and leaky windows, an auditor can recommend the best ways to save energy and, conversely, can determine which replacements are unlikely to yield significant savings. They can then recommend a suite of energy improvements that prioritize cost-efficiency, such as weatherization measures, which should be implemented before larger, more costly installations or renewable energy generation.

A qualified, independent home energy auditor would also provide homeowners with an unbiased ally whose priority is producing accurate energy profiles of homes, not selling specific products.\(^{24}\) In the context of PACE, auditors are far more likely than PACE solicitor agents to recommend low-cost but high-value improvements, such as sealing air leaks before replacing windows, because they are not financially incentivized to upsell. They are also knowledgeable professionals, often working as home inspectors or other residential energy professionals, and are qualified to vet information that door-to-door PACE contractors may have provided to potential clients. They can thus debunk any inflated claims of energy savings used to sell unnecessary services.

Both consumer advocates and energy regulators agree on the importance of energy audits in residential PACE. The National Consumer Law Center (NCLC) recommends that, except in the case of emergency repairs, free or low-cost “independent energy efficiency reviews should be done three business days prior to contract signing,” and should be “performed by a properly accredited Energy Professional or Building Analyst.”\(^{25}\) The Department of Energy (DOE), in its comprehensive report, *Best Practice Guidelines for Residential PACE Financing Programs*, likewise emphasizes the desirability of energy audits in PACE projects.\(^{26}\) The DOE report also specifies that only a qualified energy assessor or rater should perform these audits.\(^{27}\)

Parties who are not financially interested in PACE transactions agree: energy audits provide homeowners essential evidence of the legitimacy of any offered energy improvement plan, and assurance that the improvements they are being sold are appropriate for their home.

### 2. The nature and importance of post-installation inspections

An energy audit should be paired with a post-installation inspection. A post-installation inspection consists of a third party’s visual inspection and safety testing to ensure that contractors have installed the correct improvements, and that they are performing as intended.\(^{28}\) A qualified inspector understands how to look for defects, and may find critical issues that an untrained homeowner would miss. An inspection thus provides essential assurance that a PACE-financed job is complete and adequate.\(^{29}\)
Because energy audits and post-installation inspections ensure that the right projects are being pursued from an energy and cost perspective, they are routine in many non-PACE programs for residential energy efficiency and rooftop solar energy, as described below.

B. Energy audits and inspections are an industry standard

In marked contrast to residential PACE, whose rules have largely been crafted by for-profit PACE administrators, government-run energy efficiency programs typically require an energy audit (or at minimum, a building walk-through) before contracting, and a post-installation inspection. These features protect homeowners from installing over-priced, cost-inefficient, or unnecessary improvements, and ensure environmental benefits from the installations.

Importantly—and tellingly—audits and inspections are also integral to commercial PACE. This may reflect PACE administrators’ expectation that commercial customers are reasonably sophisticated market actors who will comparison shop for financing, scrutinize proposed improvements and their performance, or both. In residential PACE transactions, by contrast, there are generally no audits or third-party inspections. Contractors and PACE Administrators can thus generally only be held accountable through civil litigation, after the harm has occurred.

Audits and inspections feature in many non-PACE programs for energy efficiency and rooftop solar in California, and also, in the commercial PACE program. These programs are discussed below.
1. The SASH solar homes and ESAP energy savings programs require audits and inspections

California’s Single Family Affordable Solar Homes (SASH) program and Energy Savings Assistance Program (ESAP) require pre-construction audits and post-construction inspections to ensure that homeowners realize energy benefits from their investments. SASH, authorized by the CPUC and administered by nonprofit GRID Alternatives, provides rebates to low-income homeowners for the upfront cost of rooftop solar installations. Before a contract can be signed, SASH requires income-eligible applicants to enroll in ESAP, which provides free home efficiency upgrades to low-income households. ESAP requires a home assessment by an energy specialist to identify the most appropriate energy-saving improvements.

Customers will not receive SASH incentives to install solar energy until it is confirmed that they have installed more cost-effective energy-related measures (such as caulking, weather-stripping, and attic insulation) through ESAP, or have received energy efficiency training. This requirement ensures that customers are fully informed about their energy use, and can take the most financially advantageous path to reducing their energy footprint prior to installing an expensive rooftop solar-power system.

Once customers complete a SASH application and fulfill other program requirements, GRID Alternatives schedules a construction site visit to determine the home’s viability for solar, and to estimate system performance and savings. This pre-installation evaluation determines the size of a homeowner’s rebate. After a solar installation, a third party conducts an on-site inspection to verify that the installed system meets CPUC standards. Critically, SASH—unlike residential PACE—has increased low-income households’ access to solar energy without putting them at financial risk and without creating inducements for contractor fraud.

2. Placer County’s “mPower” program recommends audits and requires inspections

The PACE program for Placer County (“mPower”) has to date required an energy audit as part of the initial application for commercial customers; has highly recommended an audit for residential customers; and, consistent with Department of Energy recommendations, allows audit costs to be included in PACE financing costs. Additionally, all mPower applications for solar-power systems, whether residential or commercial, must include an energy analysis showing the energy savings and payback period over the life of the system. After installation, mPower staff verifies the completion of any installations that are not required by code. Code-required installations are instead verified by local building inspectors. These third-party inspections ensure that the installations are complete and meet industry standards.

3. CPUC custom projects require audits and inspections

“Custom projects” through the California Public Utilities Commission are site-specific commercial energy efficiency projects that do not qualify for the CPUC’s standard incentive programs. These projects require a pre-installation energy audit to ensure that improvements
result in verifiable energy savings, and to estimate energy and financial benefits.\textsuperscript{40} Incentives and savings are calculated by analyzing the specific customer’s energy savings potential.\textsuperscript{41} According to the CPUC:

All custom projects, except New Construction, must be available for a pre-installation site inspection prior to the implementation of the measures to verify existing equipment and loads on the equipment and to confirm that the proposed measures are not already implemented. The inspection details must be documented in the project report or technical review.\textsuperscript{42}

The CPUC also requires a post-installation review to verify the estimated energy savings of the improvement.\textsuperscript{43}

4. The commercial PACE program requires energy audits

Even a close relative of residential PACE—the commercial PACE program—typically mandates energy audits as a precondition for financing. The Department of Energy identifies the goals of the energy audit requirement in commercial PACE as (1) making the property owner aware of all energy- and cost-saving opportunities, and the measures providing the highest return on investment, and (2) providing independent analysis to the PACE program of the measures for which the property owner seeks mortgage lender consent.\textsuperscript{44} The audit allows both the owner and program administrator to verify that upgrades are appropriate and cost-effective.

It is paradoxical that the logic of the market has endowed commercial PACE programs with far more protection against environmental under-performance, financial miscalculation, and contractor fraud than exist in residential PACE programs, which frequently market to low-income homeowners. This mismatch may have arisen because commercial property owners have more financing options than do low-income homeowners, so PACE administrators must compete for commercial owners’ trust and business.\textsuperscript{45} Ironically, then, sophisticated business customers are more likely than economically vulnerable residential customers to have safeguards to ensure that PACE-funded improvements realize promised energy savings and are affordable.

C. The absence of audits and inspections reduces program benefits and invites fraud

The absence of legally mandated energy audits or post-project inspections in residential PACE, and for-profit PACE programs’ own failure to require them, has both squandered environmental opportunity and facilitated the financial abuse of low income homeowners. Audits and inspections are not only essential to ensuring smart energy investments; they are a critical first line of defense in protecting consumers from unscrupulous home improvement contractors and salespeople in the residential PACE market.\textsuperscript{46}

1. Inaccurate energy savings estimates and uninformed investments

Without a home energy audit, homeowners cannot make informed decisions about which improvements to purchase, because they cannot identify which will benefit them, to what extent costs might be offset by energy savings, or how their energy use behavior impacts their
utility bill. They may thus spend money on items that do little to reduce their overall energy consumption, and are of limited environmental benefit. This is both a missed opportunity to realize greater environmental benefits and cost savings, and a particular devastation for low-income homeowners, who typically depend on promises of bill savings to offset the increase to their property taxes resulting from PACE financing.

Further, PACE solicitors may provide unrealistic estimates about how much money homeowners will save in energy costs. Without an energy audit tailored to their home, homeowners have no way to assess future energy savings accurately. Energy audits include a cost savings estimate for each improvement that is calculated for a specific home, based on features of the house and the current energy use profile of its owners. This is especially critical for low-income homeowners, who are often unable to absorb net increases in household expenses where savings have been overestimated. The case of “Larry” (see box) and his water heater demonstrates the tragic financial circumstances that can result when a low-income homeowner lacks access to energy-upgrade advice from an independent, qualified auditor who puts the consumer’s needs first.

Stories from PACE Victims: Needlessly Replacing a Newly Installed Solar Water Heater

Larry, a 60-year old Latino homeowner, was visited by a contractor who pitched him a “government program” for “free” home improvement upgrades for seniors and low-income families. The contractor told him that he qualified for a free air conditioner and tankless water heater. The contractor falsely stated that Larry’s existing solar-powered water heater needed to be replaced, although it was only a few months old. Larry agreed to the project, thinking it was free. Instead, it resulted in a PACE assessment of over $47,000. Further, the contractor never completed the installation, leaving Larry with a disconnected, abandoned water heater on his roof and an increase of $4,700 per year in property taxes. Due to lack of oversight of price gouging in PACE, the water heater was financed for three times the amount recommended by L.A. County’s PACE Pricing Guide—an impossible sum to recoup through energy savings even if the new tankless water heater had worked properly.

If there had been an energy audit before Larry agreed to the contract, he would still have his energy-saving solar-powered water heater, with no additional tax assessment on his property. An energy auditor would not have suggested replacing a recently installed solar water heater (as this would not reap significant savings or environmental benefits), and Larry’s money could have been effectively invested elsewhere.

Larry’s case is far from unique. An attorney with Elder Law & Advocacy, which provides legal services to low-income seniors, observed about the many PACE cases he has encountered:

_The facts almost always involve a contractor selling upgrades to a client that do not make sense for our senior clients. In almost every case, our clients do not understand what they are being sold and what their obligations will be. Usually our clients have been told falsehoods, such as that the solar panels will not cost anything. And in almost every case they learn of_
their liability [only] when their property tax bill arrives.

Often they cannot afford to pay their tax bill because it has gone up by thousands of dollars. PACE lending has been weaponized. It has become a predatory lending instrument that is used to victimize seniors and others. Addressing the fraud [after the fact] is difficult, complicated, and expensive.\textsuperscript{50}

2. Lack of quality control on work performed

Absent a post-installation inspection, there is no confirmation that contractors have finished a job correctly, and that homeowners will realize energy savings. Residential PACE has a history of consumer complaints regarding unfinished or unacceptable work, and improvements that contractors have charged for but never installed. This can happen easily, because PACE administrators do not require post-installation inspections before paying home improvement contractors.\textsuperscript{51} The National Consumer Law Center (NCLC) has collected homeowner stories that detail a disturbing pattern of unfinished and unprofessional work, with minimal recourse for homeowners.\textsuperscript{52} Mandating a post-installation inspection prior to contractor payment would ensure that improvements are completed as promised and operating safely and efficiently, holding contractors accountable for their work.\textsuperscript{53}

**Stories from PACE Victims: Nonfunctioning solar panels\textsuperscript{54}**

Benny is a 62-year old Latino resident of San Bernardino County. A contractor visited Benny’s home claiming to offer a County program for solar panels that included a $12,000 tax refund incentive, no payments for the first year, and $150 monthly payments thereafter. Benny believed this would be a good opportunity to lower his utility bill.

Well after the solar panels had been installed, Benny through investigation obtained copies of an alleged financing agreement that he had never seen, much less signed. It encumbered his property with a tax lien assessment to pay off the financing of the project, and also charged more than had been represented.

Although the contractor did install solar panels on the roof, Benny has not seen any decrease in his energy bill, because the panels were never connected properly. Instead, he now owes an additional $2748 annually in property taxes. His electrical utility, Southern California Edison, has disavowed any partnership with the contractor. Had an energy audit been required to confirm that the solar installation was appropriate for and right-sized for Benny’s home, and had a post-installation inspection been required to verify that the panels were operational prior to disbursing funds to the contractor, Benny—and the climate—could be benefiting from his investment. Instead, Benny is paying for broken promises.
3. Encouragement of contractor fraud

Without pre-contract energy audits and post-installation inspections, homeowners lack critical protection from the rampant and well-documented abuses in the home improvement contracting marketplace.\textsuperscript{55} Contractor abuse of the PACE program takes multiple forms, most of which have both environmental and equity implications.

One widespread form of PACE program abuse is the construction of Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), which are not legally eligible for PACE financing.\textsuperscript{56} In the absence of post-installation inspections, however, PACE administrators cannot confirm that PACE assessments were levied only for eligible projects, and that the program therefore furthers environmental goals. Even with the consumer protections mandated by recent PACE reform legislation (Assembly Bill 2063 of 2018), contractors have continued to promise homeowners that non-PACE-eligible improvements such as ADUs can be PACE-financed. Legal services provider Public Counsel, for example, reports numerous recent cases of home contractors promising homeowners PACE financing for ADUs. Indeed, Public Counsel has assisted over 80 clients with PACE loans that were financed since the effective date of AB 2063, 57\% of whom received PACE financing for work that involved the construction of ADUs, additions, or non-energy-efficient home remodels.\textsuperscript{57}

Additionally, where homeowners lack unbiased data about home energy use and options for improvements, contractors can easily manipulate them into purchasing the most expensive improvements regardless of their energy conservation value, saddling homeowners with a large bill and minimal cost savings. Residential PACE has a history of consumer complaints regarding such unethical behavior and sales tactics.\textsuperscript{58}

In some cases, PACE solicitors instead or additionally inflate energy saving projections,\textsuperscript{59} presumably to convince homeowners to sign home improvement contracts. Without a home energy audit, there is no impartial source with which owners can verify contractor claims prior to entering an agreement. As a result, homeowners are often shocked by unexpectedly long payback periods in cases where energy savings (and therefore bill savings) were far lower than they were told to expect.\textsuperscript{60} Solicitors may also erroneously suggest that there are major structural or equipment defects in a home in order to sell expensive and unnecessary upgrades. Were a qualified home energy auditor part of the PACE pre-contract process, there would be a strong deterrent to such contractor conduct.

On the back end of PACE-financed projects, mandating an inspection before PACE administrators could legally disburse funds to contractors would ensure that contracted-for work was actually completed, operational, and safe. The cautionary tale of PACE plaintiff Eva Petersen (see box) demonstrates how fraud in the inducement, combined with shoddy and incomplete contractor work, can create both hazardous conditions and economic peril for low-income program participants who lack the protection of a post-installation inspection.
Stories from PACE Victims: PACE-Financed Water Heater Emits Carbon Monoxide

Eva Petersen is a 74-year-old widow whose only income is her late husband’s Veteran Benefit and Social Security. In December 2017, a salesperson for a home improvement contractor came to Eva’s home, unsolicited, offering her a tankless water heater and a water filtration system. The salesperson falsely represented that Eva was eligible for a “free government program” for seniors. Having received windows at no cost through a government program in the past, Eva agreed. She was told to sign her name on a blank screen of an electronic tablet.

Unknowingly, Eva had been enrolled in Ygrene’s PACE program, resulting in a lien on her property that will cost almost $80,000 over the next 20 years. This increased her tax obligations by 300%. Her property taxes now represent almost 20% of her annual income.

Although the improvements were installed, a few months later, the gas company came to Eva’s home after she reported smelling gas. It found that the water heater had been installed too close to a window, violating code and posing a dangerous carbon monoxide hazard. After Eva filed a complaint with the Contractors State License Board, the Board sent a licensed contractor to evaluate the work done by the contractor. The inspector found that the work was incomplete and did not meet industry standards.

Further, no final inspection of workmanship was performed before Ygrene paid the contractor for work that was not only sub-standard, but hazardous. Eva now faces the risk of foreclosure, since she is tied to unaffordable debt for the next 20 years for overpriced products with negligible environmental or energy benefits. Had Ygrene required a post-installation inspection before paying the contractor, Eva could have avoided this dire outcome.

Other PACE program enrollees likewise describe how their contractors have committed multifaceted fraud in a marketplace undisciplined by audits and inspections. One low-income homeowner in Orange County—whose contractor falsely promised that an ADU could be PACE-financed, and then charged her for the unit without even building it—recalls:

Back in 2018 […] people from A&JB General construction came to me with all these promises to build an ADU, a concrete wall and portion of the yard with concrete, within 6 months. Nothing was done on the ADU or the yard. All they did was a concrete wall.

The sales person assure[d] me I was able to borrow a city loan through [Renovate America’s] Hero Lending. This loan was going to help me cover the full cost of this project. No payments until one year after project is done […] sounded great to me. This project [was] supposed to be an investment for me, to better my household income. [It] is supposed to be my daughter’s future. […]
Thinking back […] I was misled by the sales person. She told me I can use [a] PACE loan to convert my garage into an ADU. Also, I do not remember signing a document saying [the] project was completed. Not one person from Hero Lending came to my home to confirm [the] project was completed. This whole thing has been a nightmare for me. […]

Before signing with Hero Lending my monthly mortgage was $1721.04. It went up to $2859.57, and due to the pandemic I had to apply for a six-month forbearance. The forbearance ended, and starting next month my payment went up to $3240.77. This is insane. This is what I make a month, and that is if I work 10 hours or more a day. […]

There is not a day since 2018 that I don’t think, “If I can’t keep up with the mortgage payment, I can lose my home—the only thing I have.”

Such experiences are common, but could be mitigated if homeowners had objective advice on the front end of PACE transactions, and contractors could not get paid until an inspector verified that promised work was complete and professional. In recent public testimony, the Director of the Consumer Protection and Economic Justice unit at Public Counsel summarized the literally hundreds of PACE abuse cases the organization has handled:

What started as a trickle of complaints of fraud and misrepresentation related to the PACE programs in 2016 turned into a flood for us. […] Very little of what we have seen has had anything to do with green or clean energy. Instead, we’ve seen our low-income clients defrauded […] The impact on our clients’ lives is devastating.

Discrepancies between what the PACE program and its home-contractor agents promise, and what the financing mechanism actually delivers, compromise the integrity of PACE as a financing tool, and call into question the accuracy of its reported environmental successes. Legislatively mandated pre-project audits and post-installation inspection would ensure that homeowners are getting what they paid for, and that PACE funding is being used for environmentally beneficial improvements, as required to meet the public purpose of the improvement bond offerings that fund R-PACE.

Such a mandate would also align residential PACE requirements with those of SASH, mPower, CPUC custom projects, and commercial PACE. It would substantially deter contractor fraud. And it would provide critical information for middle- and upper-income homeowners who wish to make upgrades with PACE financing. As described below, however, PACE financing is categorically unsuited for low-income homeowners, and PACE administrators and their agents should be prohibited from enrolling them—or at the very least, prohibited from soliciting them in the high-pressure context of door-to-door sales.
II. FINANCING ENERGY UPGRADES WITH HOME-SECURED DEBT IS INAPPROPRIATE FOR LOW-INCOME HOMEOWNERS

A. Because PACE acts similarly to loan-based financing, it is too risky for low-income homeowners

Once a homeowner enters into a PACE contract, the resulting property tax assessment acts like mortgage financing: it comes with a property-secured obligation to repay the principal, plus interest. Public Counsel, the largest provider of legal services to R-PACE victims in California, reports that the average annual property tax increase tied to its clients’ PACE assessments is $5,056. This is a significant figure for low-income consumers, who have limited disposable income after paying for basic needs. Debt-based financing can be perilous to those with low or fixed incomes and few assets; home-secured financing like PACE can be catastrophic, because missed tax payments can quickly escalate to foreclosure.

PACE is risky for low-income borrowers because eligibility is evaluated based on residential property value rather than credit score. This means that low-income homeowners may qualify to use PACE even where they would not ordinarily qualify for a loan. Without energy savings certain to offset or at least meaningfully mitigate PACE assessment costs, additional property tax costs put the 3.5 million low-income Californians fortunate enough to own their homes at risk of losing their most precious asset: their home equity, or even, their shelter.

Strikingly, government agencies, utilities, and others have all recognized that financing is problematic for low-income homeowners. The California Energy Commission (CEC) is among the several California regulators that have expressly noted the risks of financing home energy upgrades when serving the economically vulnerable. The CEC’s 2016 study of barriers to adoption of energy efficiency and renewable energy in disadvantaged communities specifically instructed that programs to expand energy options for low-income households should not “pass on a debt obligation to the customer.”

Conclusions from five years of operation of California’s Residential Energy Efficiency Loan (REEL) Assistance program bolster this view. The California Alternative Energy and Advanced Transportation Financing Authority (CAEATFA), housed within the State Treasurer’s Office, created the REEL program to lower the cost of credit for residential energy efficiency improvements. By subsidizing loans with ratepayer funds that the CPUC has authorized for this purpose, and thus mitigating creditors’ risk from loan defaults, REEL enables participating lenders to offer loans to customers that would normally be deemed too financially risky. When the REEL program was formally evaluated for transition from pilot to full-scale program, however, knowledgeable parties sounded cautionary notes as to the continued inclusion of low-income participants.
The CPUC-commissioned study, which included interviews with staff from CAEATFA, investor-owned utilities, and renewable energy networks, emphasized that REEL stakeholders “do not view energy efficiency loans (even at low interest rates) as a solution for reaching truly low-income borrowers.”75 It noted that CAEATFA and program administrators were reluctant to offer low-income customers financing “that could potentially add financial stress to this population”; instead, program administrators generally favored “no-cost options available to low-income homeowners.”76

Importantly, even though the REEL program could in theory offer homeowners more attractive interest rates, longer payback periods, and lower monthly payments than traditional financing, CAEATFA felt REEL was more appropriate for moderate income borrowers.77 Indeed, several program administrators felt REEL may be truly appropriate only for upper-moderate and high-income borrowers, because “moderate-income households may be vulnerable to falling into low-income status.”78

Stakeholders echoed this theme in a recently initiated CPUC rulemaking on clean energy financing options. The ratepayer group The Utility Reform Network (TURN), for example, emphasized in public comments the “unique concerns to consider for consumer protections related to clean energy investments,”79 observing that “[w]ith regard to energy financing, inadequate consumer protections can result in undesirable to severe consequences for the customer, ranging from service disconnections to impacts on credit and loss of home.”80 TURN urged the CPUC to examine “whether certain customers, especially low-income customers, are appropriate for different financing products.”81

These varied critiques underscore that energy upgrade programs should not impose PACE assessment debt on those for whom additional debt in any form is perilous. Existing and proposed non-PACE programs that provide free or low-cost renewable energy systems are more appropriate than PACE for low-income homeowners, because they protect consumers from financial risk and potential home loss. These programs include energy efficiency, solar energy, and hybrid offerings. To the extent that their financial subsidy or scope of coverage is insufficient to achieve state environmental goals, the most prudent solution is to expand and better fund these proven programs.

B. Existing non-PACE energy upgrade programs are better designed for low-income homeowners

Prospective low-income PACE program participants are not currently screened for free or lower-cost alternatives to PACE financing, even though such programs better suit their needs. The National Consumer Law Center has recommended that:

Homeowners should be screened for eligibility for free or low-cost programs. Before signing a PACE loan contract for energy efficiency improvements, low-income households . . . [should] be screened for eligibility for the free low-income federal Weatherization Assistance Program and other no- or low-cost energy efficiency programs available in the locality. Homeowners should be clearly informed of these programs’ availability and
applicability to the proposed work.  

There is no such screening required by law, however; neither is it provided voluntarily by for-profit PACE administrators or their agents. This omission is insupportable, because existing non-PACE programs are structured to deliver the most cost-effective energy upgrades to low-income homeowners with the least financial risk.

1. Energy efficiency

   a. California Weatherization Assistance Program

   The California Weatherization Assistance Program (CWAP) distributes federal DOE funds to help low-income homeowners install free or low-cost energy efficiency improvements. CWAP is one model of a financially safe program for its target demographic; it is indeed already considered “the core program for delivering energy conservation services to low-income Californians.”

   In this program, the California Department of Community Services & Development (CSD) works with local energy services providers to provide free energy efficiency and weatherization improvements to households that meet federal eligibility criteria (200% of the federal poverty level) and state eligibility criteria (annual pre-tax household income below 60% of the State Median Income). Among low-income households, the program focuses on those with elderly residents, individuals with disabilities, and families with children. Thus, low-income homeowners and other vulnerable homeowners receive access to the benefits of energy efficiency and weatherization improvements without financial risk.

   In 2019, CWAP completed projects on 1555 units. The CSD expected to complete work on 1703 units through CWAP in 2020, enabling low-income families to reduce their energy bills through affordable efficiency improvements.

   b. Energy Savings Assistance Program

   The Energy Savings Assistance Program (ESAP), authorized by the CPUC and funded with ratepayer and federal monies, is another energy efficiency improvement program well suited for low-income homeowners. Utilities administer the ESAP to provide no-cost weatherization and energy efficiency services for households that meet California Alternative Rates for Energy (CARE) income guidelines. Along with the CARE program, ESAP is one of the Commission’s two main low-income energy assistance programs. ESAP’s objective is to “to promote equity and to help relieve low-income customers of the burden of rising energy prices,” and “improve the quality of life of low-income customers” while also achieving energy savings for the state.

   When performing weatherization services for low-income customers, utilities must “take[e] into consideration both the cost-effectiveness of the services and the policy of reducing the hardships facing low-income households.” State public utilities law requires that the Commission direct electric and gas utilities to provide “as many of these [weatherization] measures as are feasible for each eligible low-income dwelling unit.” In a 2016 decision document, the Commission noted that in ESAP, maximizing energy savings was “only a part of the Commission’s statutory task,” and “a key policy goal for ESA Program is to promote the
health, comfort and safety of eligible low-income customers.”

c. Tariff On-Bill or Tariff Based Recovery

Another potential financing option for providing energy efficiency improvements to low-income households is a Tariff On-Bill (TOB). In a review of possible green financing mechanisms for residential households, the CPUC in a 2020 Order Instituting Rulemaking identified TOB, alternatively known as Tariff Based Recovery (TBR), as a possible financing mechanism for low-income homeowners, because it allows them to install energy efficiency or related improvements “without any out-of-pocket expenses or incurring debt.” A tariff is a pricing schedule or rate plan that utilities offer to customers. The CPUC must approve tariffs that utilities propose. Through the TOB mechanism, the utility finances qualifying energy efficiency projects at residences using its own capital. With approval from the CPUC, the utility adds tariffs as “system investments” to customer bills as the collection mechanism to pay back the capital used for the projects. Considered an investment in energy savings for the house, and tied to that property’s meter, the tariff can easily be transferred with the sale of the property.

Although, like PACE, a tariff-based model “assumes that energy cost reduction is greater than the cost of repayment for the improvements,” the Commission or another regulatory agency would act as a check for the reasonableness of a tariff, since the utility must request approval of its tarifled service for the energy efficiency or related improvement. Thus, TOB would be subject to considerably more regulatory oversight than residential PACE.

Relatedly, there is no risk that payments would be solicited for energy-irrelevant or program-ineligible upgrades. As such, this much more surgically tailored mechanism would be unlikely to produce the predatory behavior, upselling, and price gouging found in PACE. The CPUC can further require that energy savings equal or exceed the cost of upgrades before adding tariffs to customer bills, ensuring that the TOB model does not saddle low-income homeowners with unaffordable payments that risk their financial security. Finally, and critically, there is no scenario under which a utility tariff would become a super-priority lien on a customer’s home, potentially forcing them into foreclosure in the event of nonpayment.

2. Solar energy

a. Single-family affordable solar homes and disadvantaged communities single-family affordable solar homes

A successful (if currently underfunded) program model in California that provides low-income homeowners with a financially safe opportunity to install renewable energy is the Disadvantaged Communities Single-Family Affordable Solar Homes (DAC-SASH) program, the successor to the Single-Family Affordable Solar Homes (SASH) Program. DAC-SASH and SASH provide low-income families with free or low-cost solar installations to significantly reduce household energy expenses. DAC-SASH and SASH have proven successful in reducing the upfront-cost barrier to accessing renewable energy, without compromising low-income households’ financial security.

GRID Alternatives (GRID), the non-profit manager of DAC-SASH, consults with low-income
homeowners to determine the best solution for bridging the “financing gap” between the cost of a system and a homeowner’s ability to obtain individual financing.  

Approximately 80% of SASH customers qualify for the CARE program, GRID employs government funds or donations, or a third party ownership model (described below), to provide eligible homeowners with free solar installations. Without the burden of loan or property assessment payments, low-income households can direct their energy bill savings toward other basic needs, while still receiving access to renewable energy.  

To date, a total of 9,264 residential solar systems have been installed and interconnected in this manner, providing solar capacity to the grid while maintaining consumer economic security.

b. Rooftop solar leases and third-party ownership for solar systems

Third party ownership (TPO) arrangements for rooftop solar systems provide another financial model that enables low-income households to receive the benefits of renewable energy without significant financial risk. Under a TPO model, a third party that has sufficient tax liability to use the federal Investment Tax Credit pays for the installation of solar equipment on a low-income household’s property. The third party owns the system, but passes some of the benefits to the low-income homeowners in the form of reduced energy payments. For the TPO model to be financially feasible for low-income homeowners, the energy savings must be greater than the lease payments that homeowners make to the third party for use of the system.

The CPUC initially delayed approval of TPO “due to inexperience with TPO for low-income single family solar incentive programs and concerns about consumer protection and long-term benefits to homeowners.” It ultimately authorized TPO for solar systems funded through the SASH program in 2015, however, and the TPO model could in future expand beyond GRID administration. The deliberation the CPUC displayed before approving TPO in California highlights the careful consideration that must be given to any program designed for low-income homeowners, and particularly, those programs that rely on energy savings to make payments affordable.

Among consumer protections the CPUC required in TPO arrangements is that “SASH customers receive at least 50% of the savings, as compared to standard utility rates, from the solar generating equipment.” In practice, GRID aims for customer savings of 80 percent. Additional requirements include “ensur[ing] that all costs are apparent and up front and that there is no risk that the TPO deal would result in an additional financial burden to the family,” and also, that the arrangement must “minimize the risk to the low-income customer that the solar system would be removed for delinquent payment”—even though losing one’s solar installation is far less consequential than losing one’s home.

In developing the TPO model, the CPUC built in crucial protections to help maintain low-income homeowners’ financial wellbeing. Currently, the TPO model is a significant contributor to financing SASH programs. Approximately 75 percent of recent SASH projects were funded through third-party ownership, proving that a successful green financing mechanism need not come at the expense of low-income homeowners.
3. Hybrid program

a. Low-Income Weatherization Program

The Low-Income Weatherization Program (LIWP) is yet another financing mechanism that serves low-income homeowners fairly, providing access to the benefits of renewable energy through free energy efficiency upgrades and rooftop solar installations. As part of the statewide initiative California Climate Investments, the California Department of Community Services & Development administers LIWP using funds collected through the state's greenhouse gas cap-and-trade program.

Since 2014, LIWP has received $212 million from the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund to provide low-income households with rooftop solar and energy efficiency upgrades. The program currently has three components: Multi-Family, Community Solar, and Farmworker Housing. However, previous iterations of LIWP for single-family low-income households from 2015-2019 demonstrate that this model can successfully provide low-income single family homes with renewable energy installations. From 2015-2019, LIWP installed 4,674 no-cost solar systems for low-income single-family homes.

Unfortunately, the single-family program component has sunned pending future funding. Nevertheless, programs like LIWP, which directly subsidize low-income homeowners and enable them to obtain renewable energy installations for free, are likely necessary to serve California's most economically vulnerable homeowners.

As critically, any programs serving low-income homeowners must center the economic security of this demographic, rather than treat it as an afterthought. The LIWP program exemplifies this holistic perspective. Although LIWP is designed “with the primary goal of reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by saving energy and generating clean renewable power,” a 2019 LIWP program report emphasizes that "just as importantly, the program reduces residential energy expenses for low-income households, strengthening their economic security." The program's agency administrators recognize that low-income homeowners are “already struggling to make ends meet—spending a higher proportion of their income on housing than ever before”; they note that “LIWP can help by lowering utility bills and freeing up limited disposable income for other critical expenses.” Advancing these multiple policy goals is essential if a green energy program for low-income Californians is to do more good than harm.

C. Non-PACE energy upgrade programs have standards and verification procedures to protect low-income households

Beyond their careful design to avoid creating excessive homeowner debt, programs that provide no- or low-cost energy efficiency upgrades or renewable energy installations typically include protections against fraud and poor workmanship. Numerous programs include verification processes and standards to ensure that the most appropriate products are installed, that the work is quality-controlled, and that the projects provide low-income consumers with energy savings. Again, these features pose a marked contrast with residential
PACE, as implemented by for-profit program administrators and deployed via door-to-door sales in an under-regulated marketplace.

The California Weatherization Assistance Program implements quality checks and verification processes to ensure that low-income households receive the most cost-saving and energy efficient installations. The California Department of Community Services & Development requires projects to comply with numerous standards to confirm that the most cost-efficient projects have been pursued; that the workmanship is acceptable and the project meets specified performance standards; that the correct materials have been used, and energy audits have been conducted when required; and that the work has been completed and verified by a third-party inspector. CWAP program standards also build in reporting and accountability mechanisms to help ensure that the program fulfills its stated goals to “reduce[] the heating and cooling costs for low-income families by improving the energy efficiency of their homes,” and to “ensur[e] [low-income families’] health and safety” while moving California closer to its energy goals.

The Energy Savings Assistance Program likewise includes quality-control standards and verification procedures, including minimum samples of post-installation inspections, and contractor licensing requirements. ESAP also includes critical customer protections against upselling, by prohibiting ESAP service providers from offering any other service to the customer or charging the customer for any other service during the ESAP interaction. The ESAP program specifies procedures for expeditious handling of customer complaints, and has detailed provisions governing the “provision of general program information, the collection of data on the household and the property, the completion of in-home energy education, the completion of the in-home energy assessment, and the installation of measures as approved by each utility.”

In programs to promote solar homes in disadvantaged communities (DAC-SASH and SASH Program), GRID Alternatives focuses on a holistic integration of energy efficiency improvements with renewable energy installations to ensure that consumers receive the most cost-efficient improvements. Thus, for example, GRID prioritizes energy efficiency upgrades before solar installations, as this will maximize energy savings. In so doing, GRID Alternatives refers eligible owners to ESAP for efficiency measures prior to any solar installation. By the end of July 2020, over 10,254 SASH applicants had been referred to ESAP.

GRID Alternatives’ commitment to this hierarchy of cost-effective improvements, and its referral program, again pose a stark contrast to residential PACE. Making homes more energy efficient before installing a solar system increases the likelihood that energy savings for each household are sufficient to make the entire project cost-efficient. Additionally, DAC-SASH and SASH include a consumer education component: every SASH applicant receives an energy efficiency education and training session to understand energy use reduction, and how to best use a solar installation. The program uses trained volunteers who have no incentive to pressure customers to install solar systems, and who can ensure that any solar customers receive a properly sized system. In short, every feature of the program is tailored to the needs and vulnerabilities of the population served, and designed to protect against fraud and abuse.

The TPO model also includes considerable consumer protections. The CPUC and GRID
displayed appropriate caution in developing the TPO financing model, to guarantee that the program would its desired role as a “comprehensive low-income program” that would “serve homeowners in the most distressed and impoverished areas of California,” who benefit most from energy bill savings.\textsuperscript{137} The CPUC must approve all arrangements that GRID proposes with third parties. Proposals must also meet minimum substantive standards to ensure that they “adequately protect[] and benefit[] low-income homeowners in third-party ownership agreements.”\textsuperscript{138}

The TPO model additionally provides the benefit of a better-maintained solar system, advantaging low-income consumers. The third-party owner’s stake in system performance naturally incentivizes the TPO to maintain the system to reap the full benefits of renewable energy production. The CPUC goes further in protecting consumers, however, by codifying a maintenance requirement and requiring the third party to “cover maintenance, operations, inverter replacement, and monitoring.”\textsuperscript{139} GRID Alternatives goes further still to ensure the integrity of the systems and benefits, providing customers with a performance guarantee, system monitoring, and 25-year warranty coverage of the work each customer receives.\textsuperscript{140}

Beyond the California programs detailed above, many programs exist at the federal and state level, and through local governments, utilities, and non-profits, that are far better crafted, controlled, and monitored than PACE to provide energy efficiency improvements and renewable energy installations to low-income households.\textsuperscript{141} Not all programs offer comprehensive energy efficiency and clean energy options, and not all are geographically or financially available to every homeowner. These programs’ number and design nonetheless demonstrate that energy efficiency and renewable energy financing options exist, or can be created or scaled, that both serve the interests of low-income households and help achieve California’s urgent climate goals.

\section*{III. RECOMMENDATIONS}

Recent legislative reforms to address problems in residential PACE with respect to low-income homeowners have included, importantly, requiring PACE administrators to assess more accurately whether homeowners can afford the additional property tax assessment that a PACE contract contemplates.\textsuperscript{142} To date, however, no PACE reform has addressed the forgone environmental benefits, cost-inefficient investments, and contractor fraud in the inducement that arise from the lack of \textit{pre-contract energy audits}.

Neither has the Legislature addressed the contractor fraud in the performance of PACE-financed work that is facilitated, and the environmental benefits that are forfeited, by the failure to mandate \textit{post-construction inspections} of installed work before home contractors get paid by PACE administrators.

Additionally, the Legislature has not addressed whether \textit{residential PACE financing should}}
be restricted to homeowners above a certain income threshold, given that California has deployed many successful energy efficiency and solar-energy financing programs that do not create debt and foreclosure risk for low-income homeowners.

Accordingly, we recommend that the Legislature act immediately to:

1. Mandate a pre-contract energy audit, performed by an independent and credentialled third party, for all residential PACE projects;
2. Mandate a post-installation inspection before any PACE administrator can pay a home contractor for PACE-financed work; and
3. Bar PACE administrators from enrolling low-income homeowners in residential PACE, or at minimum, prohibit PACE marketing through door-to-door sales, which so often pressure vulnerable homeowners into financially unsupportable contracts.

CONCLUSION

This report illustrates serious, interlinked defects in California's residential PACE program with respect to environmental performance and consumer protection. Our three reform proposals are grounded in the heartbreaking stories of hundreds of low-income homeowners victimized by contractors’ false representations regarding the net cost of promised green home improvements, and in many cases outright financial fraud, in PACE-financed transactions.

The reforms we suggest are simple, essential, and urgent. Only with these controls can residential PACE deliver on its environmental promise; protect our state's most economically vulnerable homeowners from financial devastation; and protect all Californians from fraud.
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